Abstract Future thermosteric and dynamic sea-level changes are often projected by processbased climate models. Emulation of such computationally expensive models helps enable model intercomparison over a range of forcing scenarios and thus enables additional analysis of sea-level rise projection uncertainty. Current emulation methods use linear response functions to estimate global mean sea-level response. Here, we introduce a novel dual model to emulate global mean thermosteric sea-level rise that incorporates short-and long-term responses to climate forcing. This nonlinear response function outperforms existing linear response functions over six illustrative general circulation models and the four representative concentration pathways. To emulate dynamic sea-level projections, we introduce a linear pattern scaling model that relates regional sea-level changes to global mean thermosteric sea-level rise. Pattern scaling is shown to reproduce strongly forced sea-level trends. Our results demonstrate effective emulation of global and regional sea-level rise, which can facilitate the consideration of sea-level rise projection uncertainty critical to the analysis of sea-level rise hazard.
Introduction
Uncertainty about the future impact of climate change makes it difficult for decision-makers to develop mitigation or adaptation strategies. Significant climate uncertainties include climate modeling uncertainty and climate forcing uncertainty. Climate modeling uncertainty arises from incomplete understanding of the physical processes occurring in the climate system. Climate forcing uncertainty-uncertainty about trajectory of future climate forcing-results in part from future economic, technological, or policy changes. The prohibitive computational cost of running process-based climate models (IPCC 2013) often prevents us from gaining a better understanding of climate change uncertainty by comparing climate model predictions over a joint set of experiments. Emulation methods allow process-based models to be parameterized so that their output for a given forcing input can be estimated at reduced computational cost.
One of the most important impacts of climate change is sea-level rise, a factor poised to put many coastal communities at risk. Sea levels rise due to the contributions of several physical processes, including thermal expansion of the oceans and mass balance contributions of glaciers (Radic et al. 2013) , major ice sheets (Nowicki et al. 2013) , and groundwater (Wada et al. 2012) . Analysis of the sea-level rise budget shows that thermosteric sea-level rise (TSLR) is the largest of these sources with regard to present day sea-level rise and is expected to contribute as much as other sources in the future (IPCC 2013) . Most probabilistic projections of future sea level (Kopp et al. 2014) use general circulation models (GCMs) (Bentsen et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2011; Schmidt et al. 2014; Seiji et al. 2012; Taylor et al. 2012; Watanabe et al. 2011; Xin et al. 2013 ) of the overall climate system to predict TSLR and dynamic sealevel (DSL) contributions.
Individual GCMs differ in their simulations of TSLR and DSL due to different parameterizations of physical climate processes. In a GCM, changing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases yield changes in radiative forcing, a measure of the total energy change in the Earth's climate system. This forcing causes a heat flux into the climate system, much of which is stored in the ocean and slowly diffused downward, causing thermal expansion. Much of the difference in GCM simulations of TSLR is related to different parameterizations of climate resistance to radiative forcing, ocean heat uptake, vertical diffusion of ocean temperature, and thermal expansion (Kuhlbrodt and Gregory 2012) .
DSL changes result from temperature, salinity, and ocean circulation patterns (Bilbao et al. 2015) . Ocean characteristics, and thus DSL, will change over time in response to climate change. DSL will also be subject to known periodic processes such as El Niño-southern oscillation and Atlantic multidecadal oscillation and year-to-year variation (IPCC 2013) . Despite strong DSL variability, GCM projections of DSL are consistent in pattern over time and among forcing scenarios (Bilbao et al. 2015; Perrette et al. 2013) , suggesting an important component of forced change.
Future climate forcing is highly uncertain (IPCC 2013; Meinshausen et al. 2006; Webster et al. 2003) as it is strongly related to difficult-to-predict human activity, such as greenhouse gas emissions and land use changes, and contributes to TSLR and DSL projection uncertainty. This uncertainty is often explored in the literature through the consideration of specific forcing pathways, such as the representative concentration pathways (RCPs) . The RCPs consist of four scenarios, numbered by their approximate associated radiative forcing values (in W/m 2 ) by 2100: RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0, and RCP 8.5. However, the RCPs represent only a small set of possible climate forcing trajectories.
In the literature, strategies have been proposed to project global mean and regional climate parameter changes such as surface temperature, precipitation, ocean heat uptake, solid ice discharge from Greenland and Antarctica, and DSL (Bilbao et al. 2015; Frieler et al. 2012; Good et al. 2011 Good et al. , 2013 Tebaldi and Arblaster 2014; Winkelmann and Levermann 2012) for a larger set of forcing scenarios. Emulation methods can help facilitate model intercomparison for a given forcing scenario by estimating climate change projections for models that are untested on the given scenario. Linear response methods (Good et al. 2011 (Good et al. , 2013 Levermann et al. 2014; Winkelmann and Levermann 2012 ) emulate complex process-based climate or ice sheet models by defining a model impulse response to changes in temperature or climate forcing. In the study of Levermann et al. (2014) , a probabilistic study of Antarctic ice discharge used a linear response function to emulate ice sheet outputs to a random sample of climate forcing inputs.
The pattern scaling method emulates regional climate predictions by defining a gradient matrix that relates regional and global parameter values (Frieler et al. 2012; Tebaldi and Arblaster 2014) . Pattern scaling is most appropriate for climate parameters that demonstrate consistent spatial patterns of change over time and with respect to different external forcings. Multidecadal averages of regional temperature change or precipitation rate have a strong pattern scaling relationship with global mean temperature (Tebaldi and Arblaster 2014) . A linear relationship will be much less effective for emulating extreme events or parameters tied to complicated climate feedbacks.
In this study, we propose a novel strategy for emulating GCM TSLR projections for a given climate forcing pathway. A nonlinear response function is shown to emulate long-and short-term GCM global mean TSLR projection trends more accurately and with less bias than the linear response functions proposed by Good et al. (2011) and Winkelmann and Levermann (2012) . Linear pattern scaling, using global mean TSLR as a predictive parameter, is shown to reproduce the long-term forced patterns of DSL projections.
Materials and methods

Data
In this study, we utilize GCM output from the historical, RCP, and PiControl experiments as collected from the Fifth Phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5). Associated radiative forcing values for each experiment are estimated using CMIP5 CO 2 equivalent concentrations for each experiment and the CO 2 concentration to radiative forcing conversion of Myhre et al. (1998) . These forcing trends represent a shared GCM input. The historical experiment produces climate reconstructions between the preindustrial period and present day and, for the purposes of this study, is assumed to span from 1850 to 2005. The RCP experiments project climate change from 2006 to 2100 based on the RCP greenhouse gas concentration pathways, and the 4xCO 2 experiment projects climate change for an instantaneous quadrupling of CO 2 concentration with respect to preindustrial levels. The preindustrial reference year differs among GCMs. We account for model drift in GCM projections by considering TSLR projected by the PiControl experiment, in which climate forcing is held at preindustrial levels. PiControl drift is subtracted from time series of joint historical and RCP TSLR time series. Yearly means are taken on TSLR data to remove seasonal effects. DSL data is defined with respect to 2006 heights and 30-year means are taken to reduce the impact of temporal variability. DSL projections are also linearly interpolated onto an identical 1°by 1°grid before analysis to facilitate comparison. As simulation data is only available for a small number of GCMs for both TSLR and DSL for historical, PiControl, 4xCO 2 , and all RCP experiments, emulation method analyses in this study focus on GISS-E2-R, HadGEM2-ES, MIROC-ESM, MRI-CGCM3, NorESM1-m, and bcc-csm1-1-m.
Response functions
Existing emulation methods, including those of Good et al. (2011) and Winkelmann and Levermann (2012) , estimate GCM output using response theory, in which GCM output is represented as the convolution of an impulse response over a time series of inputs. Linear response functions scale linearly with respect to the size of impulse inputs. Equation 1 depicts the relationship between a linear response function and system output.
where V(t ′ ) represents the overall system response at time t
) represents a response function which defines the magnitude of the system response to a unit input after a time period of t ' − t, and h(t) represents the magnitude of the input time series at time t. The proposed nonlinear response function emulates the rate of TSLR for a given GCM as described in Eq. 2, which defines the rate of TSLR
as the convolution of linear response functions R f and R df :
where response functions R f and R df define the emulated GCM response to radiative forcing relative to preindustrial values f(t) and year-to-year changes in radiative forcing df dt t ð Þ, respectively. The ultimate TSLR response will be the time integral of the nonlinear response function output
. Radiative forcing is a useful choice for input parameter as it is a single parameter representing the overall magnitude of climate change and is representative of the forcing scenarios in which GCMs are used as input. Linear response functions R f and R df are defined by Eqs. 3 and 4:
where τ represents the number of years t ' − t, after an impulse input. Parameters a and c are positive and parameterize the magnitudes of the TSLR response to changes in forcing and the rate of forcing change, respectively, while parameters b and d are negative and define how quickly the respective impulse responses decay over time. The nonlinear model is reminiscent of the semi-empirical sea-level model of Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009) , which also relates sea-level change to current climate forcing and the current rate of climate forcing change. Good et al. (2011) proposed a generalized emulation model, the performance of which could depend heavily on the climate parameter being emulated. In this study, TSLR emulations are estimated using an indirect implementation (Good et al. 2013) . The indirect method estimates relative TSLR between a known Bbase^scenario, for which data is available, and a scenario we wish to emulate. Equation 5 describes this method: 
Þrepresents the rate of change of the difference between the radiative forcing time series f X (t) and f Y (t) of scenarios X and Y respectively. The indirect method assumes that the difference between RCP outputs is linearly related to the difference between RCP input time series. As any RCP can be used as a base scenario, TSLR emulations for a given RCP in this study reflect the mean of emulation time series estimated using all potential base scenarios.
Response functions were fit to year-to-year changes in GCM TSLR projections. Function output is compared in terms of overall TSLR, the cumulative sum of these year-to-year changes. Parameter values are fit using the MATLAB (2013) function lsqcurvefit, which finds a least squares solution for curve fitting via a gradient descent method. In this study, lsqcurvefit reports a parameter fit when either the gradient or the norm of the error is less than 10 − 12 . Response function parameter values are constrained to be positive or negative, as defined by the form of the response function. All response function and pattern scaling parameters are derived using the full set of historical and RCP experimental data available.
Pattern scaling
Pattern scaling defines a linear relationship between a regional and global climate parameter as described in Eq. 6, where P(x, t) represents the regional DSL response at grid point x and time t, g(x) is a linear regression coefficient for grid point x, ε(x, t) represents the model residual, and T(t) is a global predictive parameter at time t. In this study, a pattern scaling model defining a linear relationship between DSL height and TSLR anomaly is explored as a means of emulating DSL changes.
TSLR has been found to have a reasonably strong relationship with global mean temperature, sea-surface temperature, and ocean volume mean temperature (Bilbao et al. 2015; Perrette et al. 2013) which are strongly related to TSLR. Linear regression coefficients g(x) are fit between GCM projections of global mean TSLR and DSL height over the full set of RCP experiments. As single GCM simulations of DSL include significant unforced internal variability (Bilbao et al. 2015) , pattern scaling residuals ε(x, t) will reflect both limitations of the emulation model and DSL variability. We should expect the impact of unforced internal variability to be relatively large for scenarios of relatively small climate forcing, such as RCP 2.6.
Results and discussion
Response function performance
In this study, we compare the proposed nonlinear response function with the linear response functions described in the literature by Winkelmann and Levermann (2012) and Good et al. (2011) . Figure 1 depicts TSLR emulations of projections of the NorESM1-m (Bentsen et al. 2013 ) model for the RCP scenarios and error trends for the illustrative set of GCMs. Table 1 portrays root mean square error (RMSE) estimates for linear and nonlinear response function emulation methods for different RCPs and time periods. Table 2 denotes parameter fits for the nonlinear response function and emulation strategy performance for each GCM. Differences among nonlinear response function parameter values reflect the different physical parameterizations of GCMs that lead to differences in TSLR projections. RMSE is estimated for the method of Winkelmann and Levermann (2012) and the nonlinear response function using leaveone-out cross-validation, where results for one RCP are estimated by training the response function on the other RCPs and the historical experiment. As the method of Good et al. (2011) does not involve model fitting, RMSE values for this method reflect the use of all applicable data.
As depicted in Fig. 1 , the nonlinear response function consistently reproduces TSLR trends projected for each RCP and GCM combination. As described in Table 1 and the shaded errors in Fig. 1 , emulation error produced by the nonlinear response function is smaller than that produced by other methods when the full set of RCPs and GCMs is considered. The nonlinear function is also best able to reproduce trends of TSLR for qualitatively different forcing scenarios. For moderate forcing scenarios such as RCP 4.5 (2012) achieves similar performance as the nonlinear function. However, the nonlinear function produces less error for RCPs 2.6 and 8.5. Similarly, the method of Good et al. (2011) produces more error for RCPs 2.6 and 8.5 than for RCPs 4.5 and 6.0. Notably, the case of NorESM1-m as depicted in Fig. 1 demonstrates the limitations of the method of Good et al. (2011) strongly. While on average the method is not reliable, it may perform more effectively for other GCMs. Emulations for all illustrative GCMs are available in the supplementary information. This appears to reflect the limitations of linear response functions which do not model TSLR responses to both radiative forcing f(t) and the rate of change of forcing df dt t ð Þ. As radiative forcing growth for RCPs 4.5 and 6.0 is close to exponential, f(t) and df dt t ð Þ are proportional for these scenarios, making it difficult to isolate their individual effects on the rate of sea-level rise (Rahmstorf et al. 2011) . Accounting for both factors, as the nonlinear function does, is important for emulating more complex forcing growth scenarios such as RCP 2.6 and 8.5.
This difference is also apparent in the performance of emulation methods over time. As depicted in Fig. 1 , emulation error for the model set and the nonlinear method stays near zero for the entire 2006-2100 period. Emulation errors resulting from the method of Winkelmann and Levermann (2012) tend to become more positive over time for RCPs 2.6 and 4.5 and more negative over time for RCPs 6.0 and 8.5. As this method only considers f(t), it cannot respond quickly to changes in radiative forcing. In fact, it can never emulate a decrease in TSLR if radiative forcing remains positive. On average, the method of Good et al. (2011) tends to underestimate TSLR for RCPs 2.6 and 4.5 and overestimate TSLR for RCPs 6.0 and 8.5, although this is not true for all GCMs. This method has a relatively fast response time due to only considering df dt t ð Þ, which may cause it to overreact to changes in climate forcing growth, such as the eventual decay in forcing occurring after 2050 for RCP 2.6. As described in Table 1 , model error differences tend to be greater for the linear methods between emulations Table 2 Nonlinear response function parameters, RMSE for TSLR emulations using the linear Winkelmann and Levermann (2012) Good et al. (2011) .
Only the nonlinear response function is shown to be effective for emulating TSLR for qualitatively different forcing scenarios and GCMs of differing sensitivity to long-and short-term trends. The greatest overall improvements in performance using the nonlinear response function occur for MIROC-ESM, MRI-CGCM3, and bcc-csm1-1-m. As depicted in Table 2 , MIROC-ESM corresponds with a relatively small absolute value of d, MRI-CGCM3 corresponds with a high value of c, and bcc-csm1-1-m corresponds with slightly higher c and d values. These differences may reflect a relatively strong influence of df dt t ð Þ and thus an aspect of TSLR response complexity for which linear response functions struggle to account.
Figure 2 depicts simulation and emulation RCP projections for 20 GCMs. Dual model emulations of TSLR fall in line with available GCM simulation data. A figure comparing TSLR projections for MRI-CGCM3 which has simulated all RCPs and CMCC-CMS for which RCPs 2.6 and 6.0 are emulated is included in the supplementary material. The most common missing forcing scenarios are RCPs 2.6 and 6.0. Emulations of RCP 2.6 reflect trends observed in full sets of RCP simulations, producing slightly less TSLR than relatively moderate RCP 4.5 and 6.0 scenarios, with the difference related to the sensitivity of individual GCMs to changes in forcing. RCP 6.0 emulations reproduce the trajectory of TSLR observed Fig. 2 Original projections and emulations generated using the dual model of global mean TSLR rise for 20 GCMs. Model names with the superscript asterisk (*) denote models for which all four RCP simulations are available. Dashed lines represent expected TSLR projections as estimated using the nonlinear response function for all GCMs where TSLR grows slowly in the beginning of the twenty-first century before eventually overcoming RCP 4.5 projections near the end of the century. Filling in RCP simulations can help us better compare the projections of different GCMs.
Pattern scaling
Figure 3 compares simulated DSL projections for NorESM1-m (Bentsen et al. 2013) over the RCP 8.5 forcing scenario, for an ensemble of GCMs over RPC 8.5, for NorESM1-m over an ensemble of RCPs, and for an ensemble of both GCMs and RCPs with corresponding pattern scaling emulations and emulation error. Pattern scaling, as illustrated in Fig. 3e -h, reproduces DSL patterns consistent with the original GCM and ensemble simulations depicted in Fig. 3a-d respectively. The relatively high DSL change east of Canada and the patterns of relatively high and low DSL north of Antarctica are reflected by pattern scaling in the emulated maps for NorESM1-m and all ensembles. Pattern scaling emulations for all GCM and RCP pairs are included in the supplementary material. As depicted in Fig. 3 for NorESM1-m and various GCM and RCP ensembles and in the supplementary material for other GCMs, emulation error is generally an order of magnitude smaller than forced DSL patterns, but varies across RCPs and with time. Emulation error is especially low for RCP ensembles such as that depicted in Fig. 3k , l as errors tend to cancel out over a set of forcing scenarios used for fitting. Table 2 portrays the proportion of DSL change explained by the pattern scaling method. R 2 values estimated using an area-weighted geographic average vary significantly among GCMs. The amount of DSL variability captured by pattern scaling for different models demonstrates how much of future change is forced for a given GCM, ranging from R 2 values of 0.716 for MIROC-ESM to 0.383 for bcc-csm1-1-m. Pattern scaling will tend to be less effective for GCMs such as bcc-csm1-1-m which produce relatively weakly forced TSLR and DSL responses to climate forcing. In such cases, unforced variability may dominate patterns of DSL change for much of the available projection data, making it difficult to identify forced trends. As Table 1 depicts, Fig. 3 30-year average from 2071 to 2100 of a-d direct DSL projection, e-h pattern scaling emulation, and i-l emulation error for a, e, i NorESM1-m and RCP 8.5; b, f, j an ensemble of illustrative GCMs for RCP 8.5; c, g, k an ensemble of RCPs for NorESM1-m; and d, h, l an ensemble of all RCPs and illustrative GCMs pattern scaling performance is not greatly impacted by the time period of emulation considered, though pattern scaling appears to be more reliable for RCP 6.0 than other scenarios. Although direct comparison to the studies of Perrette et al. (2013) or Bilbao et al. (2015) is difficult, pattern scaling achieves similar R 2 values using TSLR as a predictive parameter and training on all RCP data compared to using global mean temperature and using specific RCP patterns of DSL change to minimize emulation error.
Some trends apparent for NorESM1-m and RCP 8.5, depicted in Fig. 3a , e, and i, such as the patterns of DSL east of China and the western boundary currents west of North America are not consistently simulated across RCPs or over time, as depicted in Fig. 3c , g, and k, suggesting that they do not reflect forced patterns. The pattern scaling model is not able to emulate the types of physical interactions leading to these DSL patterns. Although emulation cannot predict all patterns of DSL change, projecting long-term forced patterns remains useful to statistical analyses of DSL uncertainty. As depicted in ensemble projections, pattern scaling reproduces the DSL trends that are most consistent over time as well as across various GCMs and forcing scenarios.
The extended representative concentration pathways as a case study for emulation
Together, the nonlinear response function and pattern scaling methods can enable the joint emulation of GCM TSLR and DSL projections for untested forcing scenarios. One group of forcing scenarios that may be of interest is the extended representative concentration pathways (ERCPs), which extend the forcing trajectories of the RCPs from ending at 2100 to ending at 2300. ERCP projections are only available for a fraction of GCMs contributing to CMIP5, and most ERCP experiments were performed only for ERCP 4.5. The ERCPs also project more complicated climate forcing growth trajectories than the RCPs. Radiative forcing reaches a maximum value during the time series of ERCPs 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 and remains constant after. Forcing decreases continuously for ERCP 2.6 from its maximum in the mid-twenty-first century. Figure 4 depicts how emulation methods can help us understand TSLR and DSL projections for such forcing scenarios.
As depicted in Fig. 4a for the HadGEM2-ES GCM, the nonlinear response function is more capable of emulating TSLR response to complicated forcing trajectories than linear response functions. For scenarios, such as the ERCPs, where climate forcing stops growing, the method of Winkelmann and Levermann (2012) is unable to reproduce a deceleration in TSLR growth. The indirect implementation of the method of Good et al. (2013) is not possible for the ERCPs as base ERCPs are generally not available. The depicted direct implementation of this method responds too quickly to a leveling off or decrease in radiative forcing. Figure 4b demonstrates that even trained only on historical and RCP experimental data, the nonlinear response function can reasonably simulate GCM TSLR projections across a range of models for which projection data is available. Statistical analysis of ERCP emulation is made difficult by the relatively few direct ERCP projections available in CMIP5. Figure 4c depicts how we can apply the nonlinear response function to a wider range of GCMs to estimate the range of TSLR projections for ERCP 4.5 possible for a given ensemble of climate models. Emulation helps us compare projections of the illustrative GCMs with GCMs for which less data is available. Ensemble projections demonstrate significant differences between GCMs, with TSLR ranging from as low as 0.3 m to as high as 1.0 m by 2300. Such projections can be transformed into maps of joint TSLR and DSL using pattern scaling gradients for the GCM ensemble. The ensemble mean of 20 GCM TSLR and DSL projections for ERCP 4.5 and 2300 is depicted in Fig. 4d . The DSL patterns of Fig. 4d reflect the pattern scaling gradients and TSLR projection magnitudes of ensemble members. The linearity of the pattern scaling method means that joint TSLR and DSL projection maps will be qualitatively similar for any forcing scenario or projection year, differing only by the magnitude of TSLR. Ensemble results may be further analyzed to estimate uncertainties related to GCM projection. This may be done globally in the form of maps, or locally using probability densities or hazard curves. Examples of uncertainty analysis are available in the supplementary materials.
Conclusions
Emulation methods provide a means of utilizing complex process-based climate models in studies involving climate forcing pathways for which model simulations are not readily available. For probabilistic studies, emulation may be necessary if we wish to consider many forcing scenarios and pathway shapes. In this study, we propose methods for emulating GCM TSLR and DSL predictions. The nonlinear response function expands on previous emulation Fig. 4 The process of emulating TSLR and DSL GCM projections for the ERCPs, including a comparison of linear and nonlinear TSLR emulation methods for the HadGEM2-ES model and ERCPs 2.6 and 8.5; b TSLR emulation comparison of GISS-E2-R and MIROC-ESM for ERCP 4.5 using linear and nonlinear methods; c a TSLR projection ensemble for ERCP 4.5 including the HadGEM2-ES, GISS-E2-R, and MIROC-ESM GCMs for which ERCP projections are available (labeled Direct illustrative GCM); the MRI-CGCM3, NorESM1-m, and bcc-csm1-1-m GCMs for which projections are only available up to 2100 (labeled Emulated illustrative GCM); and an additional 14 GCMs with a range of available projection lengths (labeled additional GCMs), where emulation is used to fill in or extend projections; and d ensemble joint TSLR and DSL projection mean for ECRP 4.5 and 2300 estimated using the nonlinear response function and pattern scaling methods methods in the literature, defining a dual model that parameterizes the TSLR response to both current radiative forcing and the rate of change of radiative forcing. The dual model is shown to emulate TSLR projections more closely than existing emulation methods over an illustrative set of GCMs and over time. For the first time, a linear pattern scaling relationship is defined between global mean TSLR and DSL. This regional emulation method demonstrates the ability to reproduce spatial patterns which are consistent across different forcing scenarios and over time. These patterns likely represent long-term forced trends. The methods explored here represent a strategy for emulating the components of sea-level rise produced by GCMs, which are commonly used for more comprehensive projections. Such studies may be able to inform decision-making with regard to adaption to, or mitigation of, climate change.
